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Abstract— The rapid increasing of real-time applications in today’s IoT (internet of things) world progressively lead to several 

problem issues such as, data volume, velocity, variety, and value. The study reveals that around 80% data in today’s IoT world 

are unstructured and needs an extensive knowledge exploration framework to turn the massively produced data into cognitive 

values (knowledge) of goldmines. In contemporary IoT vicinities, the time to get knowledge is very slow and the applicability 

of the knowledge is very poor, so the knowledge researchers start looking new framework that deals with the problems of 

semantic knowledge analytics and inference. In a typical semantic knowledge analytic scenario, context specification, rule 

specification, and frame specification may be used to define the structural relationships of knowledge, where the contexts, 

rules, and frames are stored as specification of framework and sub-framework. In this work, we investigate the viability of a 

context and rule Analytic framework (CORA-framework) for trustful knowledge analytic and inference in the cloud centric IoT 

vicinities. We also investigate a knowledge inference case in order to estimate the probabilistic error analysis based on outlier 

prospect and the knowledge analytic precision based on the root mean square error prospect. The analysis and discussion 

suggest implementing an outlier analytic mechanism to increase CORA-framework accuracy with estimating the error 

prediction outcome. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

The IoT (internet of things) evolutionary network connects 

people, processes, places, and things to internet for 

communication in and around the universe. The IoT objects 

focus both physical and logical things. The logical things 

include process, framework, applications, software, and 

program, and the physical things include people, places, 

physical entities, and devices. The data of such physical and 

logical things constitute a comprehensive IoT data base, 

where the structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data 

are available [1]. In an IoT data base, ERP and CRM data are 

considered as structured data, XML data are normally 

considered as semi-structured data, and email documents, 

social web contents, pdf, ward, rich text documents are 

considered as un-structured data. The research finds that, the 

IoT data base has around 80 % of unstructured data and has 

no pre-defined data models. Such un-structured data are 

textual, graphics, video, and symbols oriented. The spatial-

temporal databases having the facts or events with time-

stamps are also a part of IoT database.  

The rapid increasing of IoT applications in today’s IoT world 

progressively lead to several problem issues such as, data 

volume, velocity, varieties, and value. Analyzing and 

inferencing cognitive values (knowledge) from large scale 

IoT data base in a real-time basis is more challenging day by 

day with the extreme growing of volume, and varieties data 

that are associated with numerous IoT applications[2],[3]. 

Such IoT knowledge analytics and inference face a number 

of real-time problems such as, managing heterogeneous 

knowledge, transforming varieties data into knowledge, 

transforming knowledge into actions, transforming actions 

into cognitive decisions, and tuning the cognitive decisions 

to coordinate the IoT applications [4],[5]. 

Now the problem is - where to implement the IoT knowledge 

analytics and inference mechanism to accomplish the 

solution of the target problems. In figure 1, we sketch cloud 

centric IoT vicinities, where the knowledge analytics and 

inference mechanism can be effectively implemented in 

knowledge cloud [6]. From IoT vicinities large and bulk 

amount of data can be transferred to data cloud through the 

communication gateways and accessed by the data users. 

Inside the knowledge cloud, a cognitive specification based 

knowledge analytics and inference framework must be 

implemented so as to access the right knowledge by right 

knowledge users at right time to regulate the application 

intellects.    
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Figure 1. Cloud centric IoT vicinities 

The observation has been made that, in a contemporary IoT 

vicinities, the time to get knowledge is very slow and the 

quality and applicability of knowledge is very poor [7],[8]. 

So the knowledge researchers start looking new technologies 

and tools that deals with the problems of semantic 

knowledge analytics. In a typical semantic knowledge 

analytic scenario, context specification, rule specification, 

and frame specification may be used to define the structural 

relationships of knowledge, where the contexts, rules, and 

frames are stored as specification of framework and sub-

framework.  

The context specification defines the events in a standard 

conceptualize form and the context aware IoT knowledge 

analytics needs an exploration framework to configure the 

semantic knowledge. The rule specification constitutes a 

consequence of conditions and actions through a set of 

linguistic variables and values to define the events in a 

standard rule specification framework. Thus, the 

hybridization of context and rule exploration framework 

gives a concise analytic scenarios through customizing the 

event specification layouts for easy to comprehend and apply 

so as to overcome the problems of IoT knowledge analytics 

[9],[10]. So in our work, we investigate the feasibility of a 

CORA-framework for effective knowledge analytics and 

inference in cloud centric IoT vicinities. The CORA-

framework is a cognitive specification framework that 

dynamically analyzes the current contexts and rules in order 

to determine the mismatched rules and mismatched scenarios 

from possible inferences.          

The empirical outlier analytic mechanism is very challenging 

to implement in CORA-framework to drive the knowledge 

analytics and inference operations with greater trust and 

precisions through minimizing the error probability by 

reducing the outlier prospect. Very few works have discussed 

the trust analysis of knowledge analytics and inference 

operations through outlier analytic mechanisms 

[11],[12],[13].                

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 

discusses the CORA-framework organization that is 

associated with context and rule exploration of semantic 

knowledge analytics in the cloud centric IoT vicinities. 

Section III highlights the analysis and discussions of the 

proposed CORA-framework, where outlier analytic 

mechanism is used to predict the error probability based on 

the outlier prospect. Finally section IV concludes this paper 

along with a future work. 

 

II. CORA-FRAMEWORK ORGANISATION 

 

In this section, we discuss CORA-framework organization 

along with the flow description that implement the IoT 

knowledge analytic and inference mechanism to obtain the 

potential knowledge for numerous real-time applications. 

A. CORA Flow description:- 

Here we will discuss a flow description to emphasize both 

rules and target goal as important factors. The purpose of 

design the work flow (see figure 2) is to focus on analytics 

and inferences from IoT context-specification that consists of 

historical events or observations. 
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The IoT context-specification enables the knowledge mining 

researchers to extract the possible antecedents that persists 

linguistic variables and values. Then the fuzzification process 

is initiated through assigning the approximate fuzzy 

membership grades to quantify the linguistic values [7]. A 

rule-specification is used that contains pre-defined rules for 

the applications. If rules are in-sufficient in accordance with 

the extracted antecedents, then new rules are added to rule-

specification so as to extract the possible consequents. Now, 

if the possible consequents cannot meet the target goal of 

application, then the rule-specification base needs to be re-

engineered. Finally, the outputs are normalized to obtain the 

desired knowledge inferences for the application. In the work 

flow structure, the context and rule-specification are 

configured based on the application target so as to 

accomplish the desired goal effectively [14],[15],[16].      

 

Figure-2. Work flow for analytics and inferences from IoT 

context-specification that consist of historical events or 

observations  

B. Framework organization:-  

In CORA-framework organization, the initial activity is the 

potential identification and classification of inputs based on 

the analysis of IoT context-specification of the target 

application. The layer-1 has a two input classes, in which 

class-A and class-B inputs consist of valid linguistic 

variables and values respectively.  

In figure-3, we describe a layering architecture of CORA-

framework with input class having three linguistic variables 

and three linguistic values. In layer-2, we define the valid 

combinations of linguistic variables and values to generate 

possible antecedents for the application. The current IoT 

events X at time stamp t “X (t)” fetch to the layer-2 for the 

weights processing to the next layer. In-between layer-2 and 

layer-3, the connection weights are assigned stochastically 

based on the actual analysis of X (t). The layer-3 is a 

filtration layer that filters the antecedent with the highest 

stochastic value. The layer-4 is a rule-layer, where the rules 

are derived from the rule-specification base of the target 

application. Each antecedent must interact with individual 

rule for potential implications.  

The layer-5 preserves the valid consequents based on the 

rules. The layer-6 is a normalization and de-fuzzification 

layer, where the consequents are normalized to obtain the 

computed inference outputs at time stamp t, i.e. Y (t). 

 In a supervised system, the computed outputs Y (t) are 

matched with the target outputs T at time stamp t T (t), in 

order to estimate the probable system errors that should be 

acceptably low to main better system accuracy. To achieve 

better system accuracy, an effective mechanism should be 

used that adjusts the connection weights in between the 

layers so as to lead an accurate result.     

 

Figure-3. Layering of CORA-framework with input class 

having three linguistic variables and three linguistic values 
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III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

In this section, we discuss the contexts and rules analytics 

mechanism for CORA-framework and some real-time 

application data are trace to the framework to perform the 

knowledge analytic and inference operation so as to predict 

the output errors. 

A. Knowledge inference case analytics:- 

 

In this case analytics, we explore huge debt analysis context 

cases for the framework. The case analyses several 

customer’s debt ratio (DR) based on the revenue utilizations 

(RU). In this analysis, a huge number of customer’s instances 

are generated as input data instances to the framework. The 

input customer’s instances are sketched in figure-4 as 

described. We find following statistical analysis over 90645 

customer’s instances. In revenue utilization analysis, min =0, 

max= 1, average= 0.313, and standard deviation= 0.336. In 

debt ration analysis, min= 0, max= 1, average= 0.308, and 

standard deviation= 0.223.    

 

 
 

Figure-4. Input analysis of large scale customer’s instances 

(X: Debt_ratio; Y: axis- Rev_utilization) 

 

The analysis finds three analytic rules for the framework. 

Rule 1. If RU = “high” then DR = “high” 

Rule-2. If RU = “low” then DR = “low”  

Rule 3. If RU = “average” then DR= “average” 

 

For three analytic rules, the fuzzy membership grades are 

defined as follows. 

i.  µ (low) (x): x ϵ X and 0.00≤ µ (low) (x)   ≥ 0.40]; iff x is 

a customer’s instance and X is a customer data set.  

ii. µ (Avg) (x): x ϵ X and 0.30≤ µ (Avg) (x)   ≥ 0.70]; iff x 

is a customer’s instance and X is a customer data set. 

iii. µ (high) (x): x ϵ X and 0.60≤ µ (high) (x)   ≥ 0.10]; iff x 

is a customer’s instance and X is a customer data set. 

 

The input customer’s instances are traced to the CORA-

framework to predict the probabilistic errors based on the 

quantity of outliers present in the instances. In table-1, we 

estimate the outlier prospect to mean square (MS) error 

probability from the input customer instances so as to predict 

the overall system accuracy. The figure-5 analyses the error 

probability based on the outlier prospect of the CORA-

framework. The analysis states that the mean square error 

probability (MSEP) increases with increasing the outlier 

prospect. The MS error probability = 1 when outlier prospect 

> 0.80. So, in order to increase the accuracy of CORA-

framework, the outlier prospect should acceptably low for 

efficient and trustful knowledge analytics and inferences in 

the knowledge cloud of cloud centric IoT vicinities.      

 

Table-1. Probabilistic error analysis report 

 

  Outlier prospect MSEP  

0.01 0.2788 

0.03 0.4545 

0.05 0.6359 

0.10 0.8034 

0.20 0.9139 

0.30 0.9546 

0.40 0.9776 

0.50 0.9902 

0.60 0.9961 

0.70 0.9989 

0.80 0.9998 

 
Figure-5. Error probability analysis based on outlier prospect 
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In Figure 6, we present a KAP-error analysis result in terms 

of estimating the errors (RSME) for the CORA-framework. 

Our analysis states that, in a rule based context scenario 

KAP-error is directly propositional to RSME value.  

 

RSMEvalue α KAP-error --------------- (1) 

 

The equation-1 indicates that, higher the RSME values 

higher are the KAP-errors and vice-versa. 

 

 

 
Figure-6. Knowledge Analytic Precision error based on 

RSME 

 

The convergences of statistical and computational learning 

mechanisms have been researched to deal with the 

knowledge analytic problems. Knowledge analytic 

implements are also used for analysing and exploring various 

operational tasks associated with the big data submissions, 

such as-data transformation and analysis, data mining, 

knowledge discovery, semantic knowledge explorations, 

structural analysis, and many more. The machine learning 

technics are implemented in many areas of knowledge 

discovery and semantic knowledge analytics to explore the 

application intelligence. 

In this work, we analysed the precise characterization of the 

knowledge analytic problem through a case scenario, context 

in which the analytic rule is implemented, context from 

which the specified inferences are derived, and the feasibility 

of applying the analytics to cloud centric IoT vicinities. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION and Future Scope  

In this work, we discuss cloud centric IoT vicinities, in 
which knowledge analytic and inference mechanism is 
implemented in the knowledge cloud. To enable the 
knowledge analytic and inference from IoT data base, we 
propose a CORA-framework that includes six layers to 
perform different knowledge analytic operations. We 

highlight a work flow structure for analytics and inferences 
from IoT context-specification that consists of historical IoT 
events or observations. The both rule-specification and 
context-specification are emphasized while analysing the 
outlier analytic mechanism. We perform a KAP-error analysis 
through a business case analytic for our proposed CORA 
framework to empirically estimate the MSE and RMSE. The 
most important factor is to configure the rule-specification 
and context-specification based on the target application so as 
to accomplish the desire goal. In the analysis and discussion 
section, we discuss an outlier analytic mechanism for the said 
framework and some real-time application data are traced so 
as to predict the MS error probability with respect to outlier 
prospect with an aim for trustful knowledge analytics and 
inferences in the knowledge cloud of cloud centric IoT 
vicinities.      

In future issue, we will implement new learning mechanism 

to design new application specific algorithms for the 

knowledge analytic and inference set-ups for cloud centric 

IoT vicinities.       
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